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Master today's tax concepts and current tax law with SOUTH-WESTERN
FEDERAL TAXATION 2022: COMPREHENSIVE, 45E. This reader-friendly
presentation emphasizes the latest tax law, as of the time of publication, and
addresses the most recent changes impacting individuals, corporations,
partnerships, estates and trusts and financial statements. You examine tax law
changes and reforms as recent as 2021 with complete coverage of the Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act of 2017 and related guidance from the U.S. treasury department.
Updated examples, frequent and current summaries and the latest tax scenarios
clarify concepts and sharpen your critical-thinking, writing and research skills.
Equipped with a thorough understanding of today's federal taxes, you can
approach the tax portions of the C.P.A. or the Enrolled Agent exam with
confidence or apply your knowledge to a career in tax accounting, financial
reporting or auditing. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Master today's tax concepts and current tax law with SOUTH-WESTERN
FEDERAL TAXATION 2022: INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES, 45E. Updates
emphasize the most recent tax changes and 2021 developments impacting
individuals. You examine coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 with
related guidance from the treasury department. A distinctive Framework 1040
demonstrates how topics relate to one another and to Form 1040. Recent
examples, updated summaries and current tax scenarios clarify concepts and
help you sharpen critical-thinking, writing and research skills. In addition, sample
questions from Becker C.P.A. Review help you study for professional exams.
Equipped with a thorough understanding of today's taxes, you can pursue the tax
portions of the C.P.A. or the Enrolled Agent exam with confidence or apply your
knowledge to a career in tax accounting, financial reporting or auditing. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Financial innovation allows companies and other entities that wish to raise capital
to choose from a myriad of possible instruments that can be tailored to meet the
specific business needs of the issuer and investor. However, such instruments
put increasing pressure on a question that is fundamental to the tax and financial
systems of a country – the distinction between debt and equity. Focusing on
hybrid financial instruments (HFIs) – which lie somewhere along the debt-equity
continuum, but where exactly depends on the terms of the instrument as well as
on applicable laws – this book analyses their treatment under both domestic law
and tax treaties. Key jurisdictions, including the EU, some of its Member States,
and the United States, are covered. Advocating for a broader scope of
application of HFIs as part of the financing of companies in Europe alongside
traditional sources of debt and equity financing, the book addresses such issues
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and topics as the following: • problems associated with the debt-equity distinction
in international tax law; • cross-border tax arbitrage and linking rules; • drivers
behind the use and design of HFIs; • tax law impact of perpetual and super
maturity debt instruments, profit participating loans, convertible bonds, mandatory
convertible bonds, contingent convertibles, preference shares and warrant loans
on HFIs; • financial accounting treatment; • administrative guidance; • influence
of the TFEU on Member States’ approaches to classification of HFIs; •
interpretation of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive by the European Court of
Justice; • applicability of the OECD Model Tax Convention; and • implications of
the OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project. Throughout this
book, the analysis draws upon preparatory works, case law, and legal theory in
English, German, and the Scandinavian languages. In conclusion, the author
considers tax policy issues, and identifies and outlines possible high-level
solutions. Actual or potential users of HFIs will greatly appreciate the clarity and
insight offered here into the capacity and tax implications of HFIs. The book not
only examines whether existing legislation is sufficient to handle the issues raised
by international HFIs, but also provides an in-depth analysis of the interaction
between corporate financing and tax law in the light of today’s financial
innovation. Corporate executives and their counsel will find it indispensable in the
international taxation landscape that is currently coming into view, and
academics and policymakers will hugely augment their understanding of a
complex and constantly changing area of tax law.
Interventions for Addiction examines a wide range of responses to addictive
behaviors, including psychosocial treatments, pharmacological treatments,
provision of health care to addicted individuals, prevention, and public policy
issues. Its focus is on the practical application of information covered in the two
previous volumes of the series, Comprehensive Addictive Behaviors and
Disorders. Readers will find information on treatments beyond commonly used
methods, including Internet-based and faith-based therapies, and criminal justice
interventions. The volume features extensive coverage of pharmacotherapies for
each of the major drugs of abuse—including disulfiram, buprenorphine,
naltrexone, and others—as well as for behavioral addictions. In considering public
policy, the book examines legislative efforts, price controls, and limits on
advertising, as well as World Health Organization (WHO) efforts. Interventions for
Addiction is one of three volumes comprising the 2,500-page series,
Comprehensive Addictive Behaviors and Disorders. This series provides the
most complete collection of current knowledge on addictive behaviors and
disorders to date. In short, it is the definitive reference work on addictions.
Includes descriptions of both psychosocial and pharmacological treatments.
Addresses health services research on attempts to increase the use of evidencebased treatments in routine clinical practice. Covers attempts to slow the
progress of addictions through prevention programs and changes in public policy.
News of calamity, disaster, and war got you down? Afraid of how you'll survive if
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you lose your job? Wondering what to do when the big one hits?Wonder no
more.Personal preparedness expert Barbara Salsbury brings together years of
research and experience, giving you the know-how to set up an organized,
practical, personal preparedness program that will provide for most wants and
needs in any emergency situation.Preparedness Principles, the most
comprehensive preparedness guide ever published, offers exclusive details
about:* Four new categories of preparedness* New bare-bones basics* the
Pantry Principle* Storm shelters, safe rooms, and safe havens* and much more!If
you're serious about a personalized preparedness action plan, this quintessential
reference book is for you!
Why is international cooperation on taxation so difficult to achieve? The problems
in international taxation arise from a sovereignty conflict between the country in
which the income originates (source country) and the country in which the
recipient of the income resides (residence country). This book explores the
equally valid sovereign tax claims of source and of residence countries and
highlights the incompatibility of these concurrent tax claims. The resulting
incoherence between source and residence countries distorts taxation of crossborder income to a point where it not only creates discriminations but challenges
the fundamental principles of international taxation in itself. This is an essential
dilemma of international tax policy. And yet, given the profound role the power to
tax plays in exercising sovereignty, are governments able, or even willing, to
eliminate this essential dilemma?
Gain a thorough understanding of today's corporate tax concepts and most
current tax law with SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021:
CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, ESTATES & TRUSTS, 44E and
accompanying professional tax software. This reader-friendly presentation
emphasizes the latest tax law and changes impacting corporations, partnerships,
estates and trusts. You examine the most current tax law at the time of
publication. Complete coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 offers
guidance from the Treasury Department. Clear examples, summaries and tax
scenarios further clarify concepts and help you sharpen critical-thinking, writing
and research skills. Each new book includes access to Intuit® ProConnect tax
software, Checkpoint® (Student Edition) from Thomson Reuters,
CengageNOWv2 online homework solution and MindTap Reader. Learn how
taxes impact the corporate world today as you prepare for the C.P.A. exam or
Enrolled Agent exam or begin study for a career in tax accounting, financial
reporting or auditing.
McGraw-Hill’s Essentials of Federal Taxation is a new 17-chapter volume
designed for a one-semester course, covering the basics of taxation of
individuals and business entities. This volume includes topics covered in both
Taxation of Individuals and Taxation of Business Entities. To facilitate a onesemester course, McGraw-Hill’s Essentials of Federal Taxation folds the key
topics from the investments, compensation, retirement savings, and home
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ownership chapters that are found in Taxation of Individuals into three individual
taxation chapters that discuss gross income and exclusions, for AGI deductions,
and from AGI deductions, respectively. The essentials volume also includes a
two-chapter C corporation sequence that uses a life-cycle approach covering
corporate formations and then corporate operations in the first chapter and
nonliquidating and liquidating corporate distributions in the second chapter.
Available for fall 2013 courses, this volume is perfect for those teaching a onesemester course and for those who struggle to get through the comprehensive
volume.
This casebook introduces students to the principles of estate planning and
challenges them to analyze simulated client scenarios. Featuring a case-study
and problems approach in which the principles of estate planning are first
introduced and then demonstrated through student analysis of short exercises
and simulated client situations. A forms supplement on a CD is an additional tool
for giving students practice with drafting exercises.
Chronicling the highly partisan and polarized environment during the historic first
term of President Barack Obama, Congress and the Nation 2009-2012 Volume
XIII is the most authoritative reference on congressional law-making and trends
during the 111th and 112th Congresses. The newest edition in this awardwinning series documents the most fiercely debated issues during this period,
including: Stimulus spending in the wake of financial crisis The controversial
reform of the U.S. healthcare system Showdowns over raising the national debt
ceiling Extensions of tax cuts and unemployment compensation Confirmation of
two new female members of the U.S. Supreme Court Overhaul of financial
industry regulations Repeal of the “don’t ask, don’t tell” law banning openly gay
armed forces personnel from military service This acclaimed resource also
covers the shift in partisan control of the U.S. House after the 2010 midterm
election and the subsequent gridlock for lawmaking in the 112th Congress.
Organized by policy area, each chapter summarizes the legislative activity,
including a chronology and legislative history of the bills passed and the major
provisions of the final laws. No other source guides readers seamlessly through
the policy output of the national legislature with the breadth, depth, and authority
of Congress and the Nation. This must-have reference for all academic libraries
meets the needs of the full spectrum of users, from lower-level undergraduates
through researchers and faculty.
Gain a thorough understanding of today's tax concepts and current tax law with
SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021: COMPREHENSIVE, 44E. This
reader-friendly presentation emphasizes the latest tax law and recent changes
impacting individuals, corporations, partnerships, estates and trusts and financial
statements. You examine tax law changes as recent as 2020 with complete
coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 and related guidance from the
Treasury Department. Clear examples, frequent summaries and interesting tax
scenarios clarify concepts and sharpen your critical-thinking, writing and research
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skills. Discover how an understanding of today's taxes can benefit you as you
prepare for the C.P.A. or the Enrolled Agent exam or pursue a career in tax
accounting, financial reporting or auditing. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
This combined and abridged version of the Individuals and Corporations volumes
provides a comprehensive introduction to taxation for the less research-oriented
course, with less attention to minute detail. See Hoffman et al., WFT:
Corporations for further description. This text is also available in a loose-leaf
format (for instructors only) and in a CD-ROM version.
South-Western Federal Taxation 2013: ComprehensiveCengage Learning
Gain a thorough understanding of today's individual income tax concepts and
current tax law with SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021:
INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAXES, 44E. This reader-friendly presentation
emphasizes the latest tax law affecting individual taxpayers, including the most
recent tax changes and reforms. Complete coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act of 2017 offers related guidance from the Treasury Department. This book's
distinctive Framework 1040 demonstrates both how topics relate to one another
and to the Form 1040. Clear examples, frequent summaries and memorable tax
scenarios further clarify concepts and help you sharpen critical-thinking, writing
and research skills. Learn how taxes impact you personally with the most
thorough coverage of individual income taxation today. You can even use this
edition to prepare for the C.P.A. exam or Enrolled Agent exam or to begin study
for a career in tax accounting, financial reporting or auditing. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Help students gain a strong understanding of the language of the Code and the
relationship between Code sections with this must-have resource for future and current
tax professionals. This unique, succinct, market-leading reference book -- SOUTHWESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2013: INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1986 AND
TREASURY REGULATIONS, 30E -- is the only abridged version of the Code and the
Regulations to offer Editorial Summaries that explain, analyze, and cross-reference
topics. These unique Summaries ensure a thorough understanding of the intricacies of
today’s often-complex Code. This streamlined single-volume reference book delivers a
practical selection of Code and Regulations sections to provide the ideal alternative to
cumbersome and expensive multi-volume sets of Code and Regulations. Readers find
quick, easy access to current depreciation and cost recovery tables, the latest indexed
amounts, and terms necessary to understand today’s Code with a comprehensive
glossary. Coverage reflects both the Accounting Education Change Commission
(AECC) and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
recommendations. A quick, authoritative reference guide for key tax codes and
regulations, SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION: INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
OF 1986 AND TREASURY REGULATIONS offers a revolutionary learning experience
for today’s readers with coverage built around the areas identified as most important
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for today’s professionals. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Clearly introduce even the most complex tax concepts and today’s ever-changing tax
legislation with SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2013: COMPREHENSIVE
VOLUME, 36E. Renowned for its understandable, time-tested presentation, this
comprehensive book remains the most effective solution for helping students
thoroughly grasp individual taxation, corporations, taxes on financial statements, and
flow-through entities - now with even more coverage of tax planning. This 2013 edition
reflects the latest tax legislation, as of publication. Continuous online updates highlight
relevant tax law changes as they take effect to ensure your course remains current.
This comprehensive edition now incorporates more specific learning outcomes with
Bloom’s Taxonomy added to the outcomes assessment criteria. New and proven
learning features, such as additional Big Picture examples, memorable tax scenarios,
and What If? case variations help clarify concepts while providing opportunities to
sharpen students’ skills in critical thinking, writing, and online research. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Gain an understanding of today's tax concepts and ever-changing laws with the
concise, reader-friendly SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021:
ESSENTIALS OF TAXATION: INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS ENTITIES, 24E. Master
key taxation concepts and applications you need for success in accounting and taxation
or prepare to take the C.P.A. or Enrolled Agent Exam. With this edition you examine the
most current tax law at the time of publication, from recent tax law changes to complete
coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 with related guidance from the Treasury
Department. Concise coverage highlights the most important rules and concepts on
income, deductions and losses, property transactions, business entities, multijurisdictional taxation, as well as taxes on financial statements. Clear and numerous
examples, helpful summaries and interesting tax scenarios further clarify concepts and
help you sharpen your critical-thinking, writing and research skills. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This book provides an analysis of the dramatic shifts in American taxation through
crises from the American Revolution through to the 'Great Recession'.
Gain an understanding of today's tax concepts and ever-changing laws with the
concise, reader-friendly SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021:
ESSENTIALS OF TAXATION: INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS ENTITIES, 24E. You
master key taxation concepts and applications for success in accounting and taxation.
You can also use this resource to prepare for the C.P.A. or Enrolled Agent Exam. This
edition examines the most current tax law, from recent tax law changes to complete
coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 with related guidance from the Treasury
Department. Concise coverage highlights the most important rules and concepts on
income, deductions and losses, property transactions, business entities, multijurisdictional taxation, as well as taxes on financial statements. Clear examples,
summaries and tax scenarios further clarify concepts and sharpen critical-thinking,
writing and research skills. Each new book includes instant access to Intuit®
ProConnect tax software, Checkpoint® (Student Edition) from Thomson Reuters,
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CengageNOWv2 online homework solution and MindTap Reader.
McGraw-Hill’s Essentials of Federal Taxation is a new 17-chapter volume designed for
a one-semester course, covering the basics of taxation of individuals and business
entities. This volume includes topics covered in both Taxation of Individuals and
Taxation of Business Entities. The essentials volume eliminates the specialty chapters
on investments, compensation, retirement savings, and home ownership and folds key
topics from these chapters into the main individual taxation chapters. To make room for
this information, the discussion of individual for and from AGI deductions is separated
into separate chapters. The essentials volume also discusses corporate formations
before addressing corporate operations and it presents nonliquidating and liquidating
corporate distributions in the same chapter. Available for fall 2012 courses, this volume
is perfect for those teaching a one-semester course and for those who struggle to get
through the 25-chapter comprehensive volume.
This 2015 OECD Economic Survey of Belgium examines recent economic
developments, policies and prospects. Special chapters cover integration of immigrants
and the housing sector.

Clearly introduce even the most complex tax concepts and today’s everchanging tax legislation with SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2013:
CORPORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, ESTATES & TRUSTS, 36E. Renowned for
its understandable, time-tested presentation, this book remains the most effective
solution for helping students thoroughly grasp information critical to the tax
preparer, such as corporations, flow-through entities, and taxes on financial
statements, with even more in this edition on tax planning. This 2013 edition
reflects the latest tax legislation at publication with online updates that keep your
course current by highlighting relevant tax law changes as they take effect. This
edition incorporates more specific learning outcomes with Bloom’s Taxonomy
added to the outcomes assessment criteria. New and proven learning features,
such as additional Big Picture examples, memorable tax scenarios, and What If?
case variations, help clarify concepts while sharpening students’ critical-thinking,
writing skills, and online research skills. In addition to comprehensive instructor
support, each new book offers leading professional software, including CPAexcel
online CPA Exam study tools, H&R Block At Home software, Checkpoint
(Student Edition) from Thomson Reuters, and Aplia online homework solution.
Trust SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2013: CORPORATIONS,
PARTNERSHIPS, ESTATES & TRUSTS for the most thorough tax coverage
available for your students’ success. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
A favorite among successful students, and often recommended by professors,
the unique Examples & Explanations series gives you extremely clear
introductions to concepts followed by realistic examples that mirror those
presented in the classroom throughout the semester. Use at the beginning and
midway through the semester to deepen your understanding through clear
explanations, corresponding hypothetical fact patterns, and analysis. Then use to
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study for finals by reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and
reasoning behind the accompanying analysis. Designed to complement your
casebook, the trusted Examples & Explanations titles get right to the point in a
conversational, often humorous style that helps you learn the material each step
of the way and prepare for the exam at the end of the course. The unique, timetested Examples & Explanations series is invaluable to teach yourself the subject
from the first day of class until your last review before the final. Each guide: helps
you learn new material by working through chapters that explain each topic in
simple language challenges your understanding with hypotheticals similar to
those presented in class provides valuable opportunity to study for the final by
reviewing the hypotheticals as well as the structure and reasoning behind the
corresponding analysis quickly gets to the point in conversational style laced with
humor remains a favorite among law school students is often recommended by
professors who encourage the use of study guides works with ALL the major
casebooks, suits any class on a given topic provides an alternative perspective to
help you understand your casebook and in-class lectures
The papers in Tax Policy and the Economy Volume 31 are all directly related to
important and often long-standing issues, often including how transfer programs
affect tax rates and behavior. In the first paper, Alan Auerbach, Laurence
Kotlikoff, Darryl Koehler, and Manni Yu take a lifetime perspective on the
marginal tax rates facing older individuals and families arising from a
comprehensive set of sources. In the second, Gizem Kosar and Robert A. Moffitt
provide new estimates of the cumulative marginal tax rates facing low-income
families over the period 1997-2007. In the third paper, Emmanuel Saez presents
evidence on the elasticity of taxable income with respect to tax rates, drawing on
data from the 2013 federal income tax reform. In the fourth, Conor Clarke and
Wojciech Kopczuk survey the treatment of business income taxation in the
United States since the 1950s, providing new data on how business income and
its taxation have evolved over time. In the fifth paper, Louis Kaplow argues that
the reduction in statutory tax rates from base-broadening may not reduce
effective marginal tax rates on households.
Developments in methodologies, agglomeration, and a range of applied issues
have characterized recent advances in regional and urban studies. Volume 5
concentrates on these developments while treating traditional subjects such as
housing, the costs and benefits of cities, and policy issues beyond regional
inequalities. Contributors make a habit of combining theory and empirics in each
chapter, guiding research amid a trend in applied economics towards structural
and quasi-experimental approaches. Clearly distinguished from the New
Economic Geography covered by Volume 4, these articles feature an
international approach that positions recent advances within the discipline of
economics and society at large. Editors are recognized as leaders and can
attract an international list of contributors Regional and urban studies interest
economists in many subdisciplines, such as labor, development, and public
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economics Table of contents combines theoretical and applied subjects, ensuring
broad appeal to readers
Master today's tax concepts and current tax law with SOUTH-WESTERN
FEDERAL TAXATION 2022: ESSENTIALS OF TAXATION: INDIVIDUALS AND
BUSINESS ENTITIES, 25E. This concise guide focuses on the most recent tax
laws impacting individuals, corporations, partnerships, estates, trusts and
financial statements. Updates emphasize the latest tax changes and 2021
developments, including coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 with
guidance from the treasury department. Recent examples, updated summaries
and current tax scenarios clarify concepts and help you sharpen your criticalthinking, writing and research skills. In addition, sample questions from Becker
C.P.A. Review guide your study. Equipped with a thorough understanding of
today's taxes, you can pursue the tax portions of the C.P.A. or the Enrolled Agent
exam with confidence or apply your knowledge to a career in tax accounting,
financial reporting or auditing. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Master today's tax concepts and gain a thorough understanding of current tax
legislation with SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2020:
COMPREHENSIVE VOLUME, 43E. This complete, understandable book
provides the leading solution for understanding individual taxation, C
corporations, taxes on financial statements and flow-through entities. Updated
coverage details the latest tax legislation for both individual taxpayers and
corporations, as of the time of publication, including tax reforms of 2018 and the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017. Engaging learning features, such as "Big Picture"
examples, memorable tax scenarios and "What If?" case variations help clarify
concepts. These features also strengthen critical-thinking, writing and online
research skills that are key to success as a tax practitioner. Each new book
includes online access to Intuit ProConnect tax software, Checkpoint (Student
Edition) by Thomson Reuters, Becker CPA review questions, CengageNOWv2
online homework solution and MindTap Reader to help prepare you for career
success.
This law book offers an insider's perspective on both the legal issues and
practical considerations involved in handling a federal tax controversy.
This exclusive tax reference is a great resource for anyone working with California income
taxation issues. It is also a perfect companion to CCH's Guidebook to California Taxes. This
comprehensive volume provides full text of the California personal and corporate income
(franchise) tax law and Franchise Tax Board regulations as amended through January 1, 2012.
California Income Tax Laws and Regulations Annotated presents the following divisions of the
Revenue and Taxation Code in the order in which they appear in the California Code: Personal Income Tax - Administration of Franchise and Income Tax - Senior Citizens Property
Tax Assistance and Postponement Law - Taxpayers' Bill of Rights - Corporation Tax Multistate Tax Compact Each Code section is annotated with significant rulings, court
decisions, and decisions of the State Board of Equalization, organized according to pertinent
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sections of the law. Detailed indexes precede the Personal Income Tax, Administration of
Franchise and Income Tax Laws, and the Corporation Tax provisions. In addition, FederalCalifornia and California-Federal cross reference tables make research thorough and easy.
Since frequent changes are made in the California tax laws, each edition of this bound
reference provides an important source for the tax law of prior years. This is a one-of-a-kind
volume that every professional dealing with California income tax issues should have
The Professional Version offers the same exceptional taxation concepts as the academic
Comprehensive Volume without RIA Checkpoint@ or CPAexcel@ software. SOUTHWESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2013 PROFESSIONAL EDITION is the most effective text
for helping readers master detailed tax concepts and the ever-changing tax legislation. A
multitude of real-world scenarios and inclusion of H&R Block At Home® software help provide
the relevant applications readers need to experience how tax professionals solve problems
and function in an ever-changing environment.
CCH's 2013 Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics is a popular teacher-created
combination first- and second-level tax course that offers comprehensive one-volume coverage
of all the most important tax concepts and principles for a solid grounding in federal taxation. It
offers clear and concise explanation of fundamental tax concepts in the framework of today's
tax practice. Covering both planning and compliance, the book strikes an effective balance
between AICPA model curriculum demands and the favored approaches of the majority of
today's top tax teachers. CCH's Comprehensive Topics introduces students to the complex
and absorbing study of federal taxation, covering a broad range of subjects beginning with
basic concepts and individual taxation. Once the fundamentals are covered, tax accounting
and the taxation of partnerships and corporations become the focus. The final section of the
book presents estate and gift taxation coverage, along with income taxation of trusts and
estates. Deferred compensation, education savings, international tax, and state and local
taxation are also addressed. Written by top tax teachers from across the country, CCH's
Federal Taxation: Comprehensive Topics presents materials in straightforward language to
improve student comprehension. Emphasis is given to the most important topics that have the
greatest real-world impact. FOR ADOPTING TEACHERS: Instructors adopting Federal
Taxation: Comprehensive Topics also receive a looseleaf Instructor's Guide that includes the
following helpful features: 1) Course outlines and AICPA Model Tax Curriculum outlines that
show how the text can be used by teachers in various types of courses. 2) Summary of each
chapter to provide the adopter with a quick view of what's covered and
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